Students Participating in Transcendent Knowledge

A modern day twist to the traditional college lecture series.

A diverse genre of speakers broaden students’ awareness and exposure to elements outside the classroom.
September 15
DR. WALTER KIMBROUGH
The first and youngest college president of an HBCU and from the hip-hop generation. With over 350 presentations on Black Greek Life, his address on your actions and your future is not to be missed.

October 7
KEVIN POWELL
As a prominent voice in the hip hop generation and cast member on the first season of MTV’s The Real World, Kevin Powell has organized a number of concerts, mc battles, and forums that stress the use of hip hop as a tool for social change.

November 17
NIKKI TAYLOR
As a former teenage mother and the eldest child of eight, Nikki Taylor is straight-forward and honest. Having obtained her law degree and a Master of Business Administration, she using her experiences to motivate others.

March 9
SUSAN L. TAYLOR
As editor-in-chief, Ms. Taylor was the spiritual force, face and heart of Essence Magazine. She is a highly sought after speaker delivering inspiring messages.

April 13
DR. NA’IM AKBAR
With concepts leading to required readings in the syllabi of psychology and Black Studies Courses and formally interviewed on The Oprah Winfrey Show, Dr. Akbar’s message is clear and simple, yet provocative and well grounded.